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Flashlight Nitecore TIKI LE, 300lm

Nitecore TIKI LE 300lm flashlight
The Nitecore TIKI LE flashlight is equipped with 3 types of light: white, red and blue. It will work well in various situations and serve as a
warning light. It is lightweight and compact, with a maximum load capacity of 30 kg. The color rendering index is CRI90, so it generates
bright and eye-pleasing light. It allows you to adjust the brightness in 4 levels and works up to 40 h on a single charge. In addition, you
will find in the set a holder with which you will attach the flashlight to your keys. This way you can always have it with you. 
 
3 light sources
Nitecore TIKI LE generates an eye-pleasing white light with a brightness of max. 300 lm. It will find its use while camping or reading. In
addition, it provides red and blue light to call for help, indicate your location to others, and works well as a warning light. You can also
adjust the brightness of the flashlight at 4 levels: Ultralow, Low, Mid and High.  
 
Compact and durable
The Nitecore flashlight is distinguished by its lightweight design - its weight is about 10.5 g. What's more, it's compact, so it won't take
up  much  space,  successfully  clipping  it  to  your  keys  with  the  included  clasp.  What's  more,  being  made  of  aluminum  alloy  and
fire-resistant PC guarantees durability. In addition, the TIKI LE is IP66 water resistant and resistant to drops of up to 1m. 
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Up to 40 h of operation
The flashlight is equipped with a 130 mAh rechargeable lithium-ion battery, which provides up to 40 h of operation on a single charge (at
the lowest brightness level). What's more, the micro USB port facilitates charging (no cable included), and a blue LED indicator will let
you know about the charging process. The APC system allows the TIKI LE to remain in standby mode for up to 365 days, and protection
against overcharging, over-discharge and short circuit ensures safe use.
 
Easy to use
Using the flashlight will not cause you any problems. It is equipped with a single button, with which you adjust the brightness and select
the mode of operation. Press the button 2 times to activate TIKI LE - such a solution will prevent accidental activation of the flashlight, for
example, during storage. 
 
Included
flashlight
key clasp
instruction manual
Manufacturer
Nitecore
Model
TIKI LE
Brightness
300 lm
LED
OSRAM P8 
Power supply
rechargeable lithium-ion battery 130 mAh 
Operating time 
approx. 40 h
Charging port
micro USB
Material
aluminum alloy, PC V0
Waterproof
IP66
Drop resistance
up to 1m
Weight
approx. 10.5 g
Dimensions
55 x 14.7 mm
Color rendering index
CRI90
Range
up to 71 m
Maximum load capacity
up to 30 kg
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Preço:

€ 23.51

Atividades e lazer, Other, Flashlight
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